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VI. On a General Law of Density in Saturated Vapours. By J. J. WATERSTON, Esq. 
Communicated by Lieut.-Col. SABINE, V.P. and Treas.. 

Received June 19, 1851,-Read June 19, 1851. 

THE relation between the pressure and temperature of vapours in contact with their. 
generating liquids has been expressed by a variety of empirical formule, which, 
although convenient for practical purposes, do not claim to represent any general 
law. Some years ago, while examining a mathematical theory of gases, I endeavoured 
to find out from the French Academy's experiments, if the density of steam in con- 
tact with water followed any distinct law with reference to the temperature measured 
from the zero of gaseous tension. [By RUDBERG'S experiments, confirmed by MAGNUS 

and REGNAULT, this zero is -4610 in FAHR. scale, or.-273? 89 in the Centigrade 
scale. Temperatures reckoned from this zero I shall call G temperatures to save 
circumlocution.] If t represents the G temperature, A the density of a gas or a 
vapour,- and p its elastic force, the equation 

tA=p .. (1.) 
represents the well-known laws of MARRIOTTE and of DALTON and GAY-LusSAC. The 
function that expresses a general relation between p and t in vapours must include a 
more simple function, expressing a general relation between A and t. The proper 

course, therefore, seemed to be to tabulate the quotients E from the experiments of t 

the Academy and to project them into a curve. Now, for reasons connected with 
the vis viva theory of gases, which represents the G temperature as a square quantity, 
I projected these densities as ordinates to the square root of the G temperatures as 
abscissa, and the curve traced out was of the parabolic kind, but of high power. 
To reduce this, because density is a cubic quantity, I tabulated their cube roots and 
set them off as ordinates to the same abscissae. The result was gratifying, for the 
familiar conic parabola made its appearance. To ascertain whether this curve was 
exactly the conic parabola, I tabulated the square root of these ordinates correspond- 
ing with the sixth root of the densities, and laid them off as new ordinates to the 
same abscissa. The result is shown in the accompanying Chart, Plate VII., under 
the title French Academy's Steam. The observations are denoted by dots thus *, and 
it will be remarked that they range with great precision in a straight line, any slight 
divergence being sometimes to the right and sometimes to the left, precisely as 
mightebe expected from small errors of observation. Other series of experiments 
on steam were projected in a similar manner; and it was found that although no two 
exactly agreed with each other, yet that each set ranged in a straight; line nearly. 

iXi2 



84 MR. J. J. WATERSTON ON A GENERAL LAW 

The vapours of ether, alcohol, and sulphuret of carbon were tried in the same way, and 
found to conform to the same law. I have since added to the Chart M. AVOGADRO'S 
observations on the vapour of mercury, which will be found remarkably in accord- 
anice; also Dr. FARADAY'S experiments on liquefied gases, given in the PIilosophical 
Transactions for 1845. Of these, olefiant gas (No. 1, p. 160) is remarkably in accord- 
ance; also the nitrous oxide (No. 2, p. 168), ammonia, cyanogen, sulphurous acid, 
and carbonic acid at the upper part of its range. Muriatic acid, suiphuretted and 
arseniuretted hydrogen do not show the same regularity. 

The coordinates of the points being the square root of the G temperature and 
the sixth root of the densities, the equation to the straight line that passes through 
the points expresses the sixth root of the density in terms of the square root of the G 
temperature. 

Thus let t= the G temperature corre- 
sponding to A1 density of vapour: set off 

AC=Vitl and CD=_/A1. A second ob- / 
servation treated in the satme way gives 
AE, EF, which determines the position of 
the line of vapour BF. Thus let AC=g, A 

and cotFBE=h= = and C E 

g=AB=4e1Tr-hk1A1. 
The constants g and h are thus determined from two observations, and the equa- 

tion for the density A at any other G temperature is 

{ Vt._Y}6 A. . . *(2.) 

and for the pressure, 

{ 4/5gjl=p. . . . . . . . . . . . (3.) 

The following are the equations for the series of observations given on the Chart; 
the G temperatures are in degrees of FAHR. scale, and the values given to h are made 
to give the pressure in inches of mercury. 

Mercury (AVOGADRO). p=tt22-06}. 

Oil of turpentine (URE). 
Salt water saturated (WATT). 

Water (French Academy and SOUTHERN) . P=t{ Vt 19492} 

Alcohol. sp. gr. 813 (URE).p=j 98 J=7 
UVt- 16'254 1 Sulphuret of carbon (MARX). P=t1 1276 

Sulphuric ether (DALTON) .Vt-. . . . P-i{ A 12 786016 
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Sulphurous acid (FARADAY) . P=t{ 11194 f} 

Cyanogen (FARADAY). P=t -138461j 

Ammonia (FARADAY) .p=Vt-31 305 6 

f Vt-12912916 Arseniuretted hydrogen (FARADAY) . . . p=t; 124 ( 

Sulphuretted hydrogen (FARADAY) . . . 295878 7 

FV~t- 12-0601 Muriatic acid (FARADAY) P=1 9413 _ (?). 

Carbonic acid (FARADAY). .p=1 -857 7}p 

Nitrous oxide (FARADAY), No. 2, p. 168 . p=t1 { }8936 

V/t- 10-3526 Olefiant gas (FARADAY), No. 1, P. 160 . . p=tL 10*152 

While projecting different sets of observations of the same vapour, the attention is 
forcibly drawn to the tendency which the line shows to alter its inclination on the 
Tmost trifling change of circumstances. This inclination depends on the value of the 
denominator h. It will be remarked that this constant is nearly the same for the 
vapours of ether and of water, also for a considerable number of the liquified gases. 
In fact the difference is not greater than might be caused by a slight want of purity. 
Even the specific nature of the vessel in which the observations are made seems mate- 
rially to affect the results, Dr. FARADAY employed tubes of from one-fifth to one- 
seventh inch bore. I believe it will be found that the density is considerably less in 
these tubes than in larger vessels; I have had proof of this in the case of ether heated 
in such tubes to 2800. The capillary attraction of the sides even at high pressures 
seems to affect the whole surface of the liquid, and to check the formation of vapour. 
We must not forget also, that Dr. FARADAY'S temperatures are confessedly not so 
low, as a correct thermometer would have indicated. The liquid hie employed to 
measure the temperature was alcohol, and the degrees were graduated with the same 
capacity as between 32' and 2120. Now from the experiments that have been made 
on the expansion of alcohol by M. GAY-LussAc, and more recently by M. MUNCKE, 
it appears that the mean contraction between 32? and 2120 is 6-2 thousandths of the 
volume at 1730, its boiling-point, and that this amount diminishes very sensibly with 
the temperature; and-if it continued to do so at the same rate from 320 to -100, we 
should have Dr. FARADAY'S -1 00 equal to less than -200? by the ,air-therrmometer. 
It is clear that until the value of these degrees are known with reference to the 
air-thermnometer*, the importance of Dr. F.ARADA>.Y'S observationsc cannot bie fully 
estimated. 
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It will be observed from the Chart, that the observations on the vapour of water 
below 800 show a small excess of density above what is required by the line drawn 
through those at higher temperatures, and the contour of their projection is a 
curve convex to the axis, and very nearly the same as would be caused by the pres- 
sure of a very minute quantity of air; but the character of the late experiments of 
M. REGNAU'LT and MAGNUS forbid this mode of explaining the slight divergence. It 
is probable that it is connected with the change of condition that takes place at 320, 
and the effects of which may be sensible up to 800 or 900. 

It is a curious circumstance that the law of expansibility of water also becomes 
disturbed at about the same temperature. As this has not been remarked, I have 
given the proof of it by projecting M. DESPRETZ'S observations* on the Chart. If 
the volume is made ordinate to the square root of the G temperature as abscissa, 
these observations above 25? Centigrade or 770 FAHR., trace out in the most exact 
manner a conic parabola. The equation is 

(v-0) = (s/t-0)2.7 * * * , , ( 

in which v is the volume of the G temperature t in terms of its volume unity at 390?2 
FAHR., or 40 Centigrade (its point of maximum density), a=352e38, =*99872, and 
;=21977 or P2=4830. 

In the Chart I have made \/v-4 the ordinate, and V/t the abscissa. The proof 
of the position is, that in this mode of projection the observations range themselves 
exactly in a straight line from about 770 upwardst, and that below this temperature 
there is both less decrement of volume and less decrement of density than is required 
-by the law that is followed above that temperature. Other liquids appear to follow 
-the same rule of expansion, but the range of the observations is too small as yet to 
-found upon them any general conclusion. 

If these equations for the expansion of water and the density of its vapour hold good 
at high temperatures, they would have a common density at 11080 FAHR. its amount 

being 
The equation for the density of steam, at any G temperature under this, in terms of 

the density of water unity at 39,2, is 
r 1-9,492V 

{ 2S2745.(5.) 
M. CAGNIARD DE LA Toun observed the sudden conversion of water into steam at a 

much lower temperature, but his observations are at variance with the laws of 
MARRIOTTE and DALTON, and G(AY-LussAC; and although a slight divergence from 
these laws has been discovered by M. REGNAULT, it is quite in the opposite direction 
to that which M. CAGNIARD DE LA roun's observations require. 

Ann. de Cliemn vol. lxx. 

t If these ordinates are projected to ordinates =t instead of Vt, the line is a distinct and regular, though 
flat, curve convex to axis. This, if confirmed at high temperatures, will prove that the density of liquids as 
well as vapours has reference to the zero of gaseous tension. 
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